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Machine learning will transform our understanding of protein folding. And it’s essential that all data be open.
Artificial intelligence in structural biology is here to stay
Siladitya Bandyopadhyay has said that another member of Arati Ramesh's lab was involved in forging data for the retracted paper, about 'Sensei
RNA'.
NCBS Retraction: Ex-Student Alleges Others Involved in Research Fraud
Computers can now rapidly and reliably predict the 3D shape of many proteins, such as this structure from a fruit fly. Earlier this month, two groups
unveiled the culmination of years of work by ...
Huge protein structure database could transform biology
Internal choice in NEET 2021 question paper - check new scheme, sections and optional questions - NTA has announced an internal choice in the
question paper will be given to compensate for ...
Internal choice in NEET 2021 question paper - check new scheme, sections and optional questions
Springs are interfaces between groundwater and surface habitats and may play an important role in the study of subterranean animals. In this
systematic evidence review and meta-analysis, we explore ...
Between darkness and light: spring habitats provide new perspectives for modern researchers on groundwater biology
Uneb results show that females only performed better than males in English Language. At percentage divisional passes, females continued to trail.
At least 14.3 males passed in division one compared to ...
UCE 2020: Boys outperform girls in all subjects except English
Artificial intelligence has solved one of the greatest puzzles in biology, by predicting the shape of every protein expressed in the human body. The
research was carried out by London AI company ...
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DeepMind offers AI tool to predict shape of all human proteins
The 23-year-old semi-itinerant Jackson Hole denizen sleeps in the twin bed built into the back of her Toyota RAV4, and her four wheels were parked
in a place she’s become familiar with. The dispersed ...
Pricey housing causes Jackson Hole workers to live in forest
House Republicans want answers about the “dramatic change” in how a top scientist first talked about the coronavirus, from initially saying some of
COVID-19’s features “(potentially) look engineered” ...
GOP wants answers from scientist about 'dramatic change' on COVID origins
Squid's giant nerve fibers have been essential to research for decades. Now breakthroughs in editing squid genomes could lead to a more complete
understanding of nervous systems in general.
Untangling mysteries of the brain—with the remarkable biology of squid
Aaditya shines in non-med, joint toppers in commerce, GMSSS-16 pupil aces medical stream Hiteshwar Sharma, a student of Bhavan Vidyalaya,
Sector 15, here, topped the tricity in the CBSE Class XII ...
CBSE Class XII results: Hiteshwar Sharma of Bhavan Vidyalaya tops tricity with 99.8%
Secondary School Leaving Certificate (SSLC) or class 10 exams began across the state on Monday, amid Covid-19 concerns. As many as 8.76 l ...
Karnataka news live: Fire breaks out in biology lab of private college in Mangaluru
The amount of the SARS-CoV-2 virus in local wastewater has tripled, and in some cases quadrupled, since June 16, indicating a much higher rate of
infection.
Sewage shows spread of coronavirus across Santa Clara County
COVID-19's impact on Japan has been shaped by socioeconomic disparities, a new study reveals. Lower-income populations faced higher Covid
rates, according to Harvard researchers.
Japan's COVID-19 cases have largely been in areas with lower incomes and more essential workers - and outbreaks driven by the
Olympics could cause further surges
By Kathleen Bergeron For the Salisbury Post “Art is part of public health. Rather than making people feel bad, I try to do it in such a way that it’s
positive.” So says artist Natacha Sochat, who now ...
These days at Waterworks, the walls have eyes
The White House is said to be considering re-imposing a national mask mandate, following several local governments that have already acted. Some
say the science requires it. Scientific information sho ...
Trusting science, or scientists
I was having a conversation with a friend after church a week or two ago when she mentioned her favorite time for communing with the Lord was
very early in ...
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